Packet consists of a ● Cover ● Booklet ● Card ● Finger puppet ● Rakhi (wrist band) ● Placard ● Mask ● Headband ● Sticker ● Available in English, Tamil and Malayalam

Elephant Etiquette
Getting along with Elephants HECx

Look in your packet:

Hello kids!

Let's explore the finger puppets,蛀牙 among other items. Here are some tips to remember:

1. Never touch the trunk or the tusks of an elephant.
2. Do not feed or water an elephant.
3. Always rinse your hands before touching an elephant.
4. Do not make loud noises near an elephant.
5. Keep a safe distance from an elephant.

Getting along with Elephants

Learning to live with the elephant is the only option now left with us since most of the mitigation measures researched and tried failed to work. This packet promotes Human Elephant Co-existence HECx providing some Do's and Don'ts for the people who live in elephant areas.